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Before the Holocaust, Poles and Jews had for centuries lived side-by-side as
neighbours. As Joanna Żylinska has pointed out, however, the Polish-Jewish
relationship highlighted the ‘structural ambivalence’ around the term
‘neighbour’: ‘Even though it involved physical side-by-side coexistence,
neighbourliness in fact seems to have preserved the distance between the
Poles and the Jews’ (Żylinska 2007: 283). The division between ‘self’ and
‘other’ was fundamental to the formation of Polish identity and memory,
with Jews frequently being perceived as the ‘perfect out-group’, a marker of
difference to non-Jewish Poles par excellence (Gitelman 2003: 273). The
inherent antagonism in neighbourly proximity is epitomized by the violence
that took place in the Polish village of Jedwabne in 1941, when, as historian
Jan Gross claimed in Neighbours (first published in Poland in 2000), Polish
villagers herded their Jewish neighbours into a barn and burned them alive.
We cannot underestimate the impact that Neighbours had in Poland.
Revelations of Polish violence towards Jews interrogated the foundations of
Polish Holocaust memory, which has centered largely on the heroic actions
of Poles who risked their lives to rescue Jews. Such a version of history was
promoted heavily under Communism, and also forms the backbone for most
cinematic treatments of Polish-Jewish relations during the Holocaust, as I
have noted elsewhere (Mroz 2013), and as Marek Haltof’s Polish Film and
the Holocaust attests to.
Following, at least in part, the controversies inspired by Gross’s work,
the past decade has seen a surge of interest in Polish-Jewish memory, in
academia as well as in the wider political and cultural sphere. Haltof’s work
is thus both timely and valuable. In Polish Film and the Holocaust, Haltof
provides a detailed survey of Polish Holocaust films, the circumstances of
their production, and the work of Polish-Jewish directors and
cinematographers, from the immediate post-war era to (roughly) 2010. The
fact that the book is structured chronologically does not prevent Haltof from
making significant connections between films from different eras, though
these are more occasional than sustained. The most impressive aspect of this
book is Haltof’s thorough and engaging use of a variety of archival
documents that shed light on the production and reception contexts of the
films, including the transcripts from script evaluation committees (which
provide some fascinating insights into the functioning of Communist
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censorship and propaganda), viewing figures and autobiographical material.
Although, as Paul Coates (2013: 102) has noted, Haltof’s categorisation of
‘Polish Holocaust films’ excludes some valuable works, such as Agnieszka
Holland’s Bittere Ernt/Angry Harvest (West Germany, 1985) and Europa,
Europa (Germany/France/Poland, 1990), his book does an excellent job of
providing at least some context for and analysis of a very large number of
films, some entirely unknown outside of (and in some cases, even within)
Poland.
Naturally, Haltof’s survey method has its shortcomings: some films are
granted only a few lines of discussion, while others, notably Ostatni
etap/The Last Stage (Wanda Jakubowska, Poland, 1948), Ulica
Graniczna/Border Street (Aleksander Ford, Poland, 1948), Korczak
(Andrzej Wajda, Poland/Germany/UK, 1990) and Wielki tydzien/Holy Week
(Andrzej Wajda, Poland/Germany/France, 1995) are accorded greater
attention. Given that these four films are overrepresented in critical writing
on Polish Holocaust cinema, and, in the case of Wajda at least, in critical
writing on Polish cinema in general, it is a shame not to see a longer
discussion of some of the lesser-known works. Throughout the analyses,
there is not much engagement with philosophical, ethical and/or aesthetic
concerns, including, for example, the issues of taking responsibility, of
witnessing and giving testimony, and of the aestheticisation of the
Holocaust. That said, to engage with such topics is not the book’s stated
intention, and Haltof himself expresses the hope that further, more
theoretically minded, studies will follow (5). Such studies are sorely needed;
as Haltof points out, although occupied Poland was the site of most German
concentration and extermination camps, not a single book, in either Polish
or English, has been devoted to the representation of the Holocaust in Polish
cinema (5). To this I would add that philosophical, critical and artistic
material originating in Poland has frequently been sidelined in Holocaust
studies in favour of French and German writing, film and artworks – and
this despite Poland’s geographical centrality to the Holocaust, despite the
significance of the fact that Poles witnessed much of the destruction of their
Jewish former neighbors, and despite the conflicts of memory around the
Holocaust between those within and outside Poland (including, frequently,
Polish-Jewish survivors residing abroad). Studies such as Haltof’s constitute
an important step towards balancing this focus.
Given that the debates around Jedwabne have generated the ‘most
prolonged and far-reaching of any discussion of the Jewish issue in Poland
since the Second World War’ (Polonsky and Michlic 2004: xiii), it is
somewhat surprising that Haltof himself plays down the recent shifts in
Polish memory around the Holocaust. Jedwabne is only mentioned a
handful of times, and little attention is paid to the documentary films
centering on the Jedwabne events (Haltof’s book was, it should be noted,
published before the release of the first fiction film that takes up many
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issues present in Gross’s Neighbours, namely Władysław Pasikowski’s
Poklosie/Aftermath, Poland/Russia/Netherlands, 2012). Nevertheless, Polish
Film and the Holocaust has much to contribute to our awareness and
understanding of Polish, and Polish-Jewish, filmmakers’ and writers’
responses to the Holocaust, and the formation and subversion of collective
memory at various stages of Poland’s history.
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